Team Sponsorship

The following is a description of benefits provided to sponsors of the UW Human Powered Submarine Team. The value of a sponsorship does not only apply to monetary contributions, but materials, services, and labor as well.

Sponsorship status is divided into four levels: $1000 and greater, $500-999, $100-499, and any contribution less than $100. Sponsorship that is considerably greater than $1000 in value can be addressed on an individual basis.

$1000+ in contributions:
- Large logo on submarine hull (30-40 sq. in.)
- 4 team polo shirts
- Travel banner recognition
- Logo on t-shirt
- Interior hatch recognition
- Logo and link on team website

$500+ in contributions:
- Company name on submarine hull (10-20 sq. in.)
- 2 team polo shirts
- Travel banner recognition
- Logo on t-shirt
- Interior hatch recognition
- Logo and link on team website

$100+ in contributions:
- Travel banner recognition
- Interior hatch recognition
- Logo and link on team website

Any amount of contributions:
- Logo and link on team website